INTERNAL RESOURCE
Workshop Certification Overview Packet
Internal Talent Management Resources and Line Leaders
are CERTIFIED to Deliver Powerful Workshops!
GET CERTIFIED
Engage and Retain TALENT

GET CERTIFIED
YOU Engage YOU

Manager/Leader Workshop

Individual Workshop

Note: Internal Resources can be certified in a number of other Workshops.
Who gets called to solve the
tough talent issues?

	
  
What organization equips top leaders and
frontline managers to take action?
Who do the best in every industry turn to
when they need help to make a sustainable
impact on organization results?

	
  
Center for Talent Solutions (CTS) is the company
the best call upon to solve their tough talent issues,
equip managers to take action, and when they need
to make a sustainable impact on results.
After delivering workshops for world class clients
(Microsoft, Johnson & Johnson, GE, John Deere,
BD, AlliedBarton, etc.) around the globe (India,
Europe, Asia Pacific, Russia, North America, South
America) in every industry (Healthcare, High
Technology, Pharmaceuticals, Manufacturing,
Retail, Telecommunications, Consumer Products)…
we are expanding our impact by certifying internal
resources to increase performance, engagement
and retention leading to increased operating results.
PROBLEM: The missing puzzle piece for many organizations… How to build manager
and individual capabilities… manage costs… and have “our people” develop our people.
SOLUTION: CTS offers Certification Worksessions around the country to meet this
demand. We will certify your internal team to be “Workshop Leaders” in a number of proven
workshops for Leaders/Managers and ALL Team Members.
CTS workshops aren’t just great development experiences… they are proven and
guaranteed to make an impact on talent results and organization performance.
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KEY Questions…
WHY Certify?
We know what it takes to get from Point A to Point B…
Now the Center for Talent Solutions offers a unique opportunity for internal
trainers and leaders to get certified to deliver the same “engage and retain”
manager capability-building workshops that have been driving
engagement and retention in leading organizations, across the globe, for
over a decade.
CTS goes way beyond the theory and research by taking a practical,
action-based approach to increasing engagement and retention. It is about
TAKING ACTION - giving you all the tools and solutions needed to take
action in your organization. Action-Based and Results-Driven - that’s the
difference to get 83% to 98% of managers taking action to increase engagement levels. (Based on actual CTS Client Results)
Certification will make a difference at your organization and in your career.

for the organization…
COST EFFECTIVE APPROACH TO BUILD CAPABILITY
Having a “Certified Workshop Leader” will provide a cost-effective way to build manager capabilities to engage
and retain talent, as well as stretch the training budget (saves 50% of the cost).
SUSTAIN TALENT INITIATIVES
Internal resources are part of your organization making it easy to coach participants on taking action.
Additionally, internal resources can train new leaders as they are hired or promoted embedding the talent
practices into how the organization manages talent to deliver results.
ALIGNED
Workshop Leaders know your company and culture and can fine-tune the workshop modules to make the
experience more impactful for your leaders.

	
  

for your career…
IMPACT
You will play an active role in building the capabilities needed to increase talent results and organization
performance. Leaders want results… increasing engagement yields a 23.5% increase in performance per person!
(Based on actual CTS client results}

CONTRIBUTION
Certification will set you apart from other OD, HR and T&D professionals. This certification process will build skills
and expertise in a critical area needed for organization success. Certification as a Workshop Leader includes
building the capabilities to align development with organization goals and initiatives… these cutting edge practices
create the line-of-sight needed to execute change and create the accountability within the organization to take
action and make sustainable impact on organization performance.
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HOW to Certify?
CTS has been building the capabilities of Talent Management
Professionals, HR Business Partners, and T&D Leaders for
years… Certified Workshop Leaders are located in India,
Russia, Europe, and all across North America. Our hands-on
workshops and alignment processes make delivering this
workshop a great experience.
The focus of our development experience is to equip
participants to take action and make an impact with their
people. You are providing practical and pragmatic tools they
use to increase performance.
A well-designed development experience honed over the years
creates a powerful experience they will talk about.
100% of Participants will say the workshop was time well spent.
100% of Participants will say you provided practical information
and hands-on tools that will make an impact on engaging and
retaining their talent.

Certification Process Overview
We have a solid process to build your expertise.
You will be able to walk into your first workshop ready and confident to work
with your managers and leaders. We are there at every step helping you learn
the content and more importantly align the content to your organization to
ensure it positively impacts performance.
You will know how to “set up”, “conduct the process”, and “debrief” each
exercise. You’ll receive solid examples and optional ways to deliver core
modules to meet the needs of the group you will train.
The Workshop Certification Process consists of a few steps designed to build
the capabilities to deliver at a high level of performance. This hands-on
approach will build your expertise and give you the experience to deliver a
workshop that creates results on-the-job.
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Invest 2.5 Days and you will be ready to go!
Workshop and Certification Worksession Outline
DAY 1
DAY 2
DAY 3
Experience the Workshop:
Full Day Certification
1/2 Day Certification
Worksession
Worksession
Engage and Retain
TALENT Workshop
(8:30 – 5:00)
1. Real RESULTS

Workshop Leader
Certification Worksession
(8:00 – 5:00)

Certification
Worksession (Continued)
(8:00 – 1:00)

Learn directly from CTS Master Workshop
Leaders with incredible experience.

Workshop Leaders practice and
present core modules.

3. CONNECT with Talent

The fast-paced interactive session will
guide you through everything needed to
deliver a powerful workshop experience:

Create alignment with the Workshop
Building Blocks to connect the content
to your organization success.

4. Take ACTION

Core Workshop Modules:

Develop an Implementation PLAN to
outline how to move forward with
success.

2. CRACK the Talent Code

5. IMPACT Performance
6.

Create
ACCOUNTABILITY

Step1
Attend the Engage
and Retain TALENT
Workshop.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Engagement: MAKE IT REAL
CRACK the Talent Code
CONNECT to Talent
TAKE ACTION with Talent
PLAN TO INCREASE Engagement and
Retention
6) Build MANAGER CAPABILITIES
7) Create TALENT ACCOUNTABILITY
8) Assess IMPACT

Step 2
Attend the
Certification
Worksession
conducted by a CTS
Master Workshop
Leader.

Step 3

Step 4

Use the CTS
Foundation Building
Blocks to align the
workshop content and
deliverables within
your organization.

Deliver or Co-deliver
three full workshops
within nine months of
attending the
Certification
Worksession.
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Step 5
Submit workshop
evaluations showing
how participants
achieved the
development
objectives.

Step 6
Success stories show
how participants are
using the new
capabilities to make
an impact back onthe-job.
V7.22.15

	
  

WORKSHOP Agenda?
Engage and Retain TALENT Workshop
The Engaging and Retaining TALENT Workshop will build participants’ ability to take action on-the-job to keep all employees fully engaged
and contributing to the organization’s success.
This hands-on workshop provides participants with a number of proven tools and talent practices targeted at building the capabilities required
to engage employees.
By the end of the workshop, participants will have a solid plan, tools, and solutions to take action with their people ensuring everyone performs
at their best and will choose to stay.
Focus
Description
Module 1
Real
RESULTS

Show how TALENT makes a difference in delivering organization success by calculating the impact employee
engagement has on operational results and financial performance… demonstrate how “taking action” will improve
bottom line results!

Module 2
CRACK the
Talent Code

Determine what is “most critical” to engage each person to perform at their best and create a place they want to stay.
See how to identify what the current work situation is really like right now and what drives performance.

Module 3
CONNECT
with Talent

Connect with each talented employee through a rich, robust One-to-One Dialogue Practice to set the stage for
increasing performance.

Module 4
Take
ACTION

Know how to approach each person to increase engagement and develop a plan to implement targeted actions
designed to maintain and improve engagement and retention levels within a team.

Module 5
IMPACT
Performance

Get hands-on with a set of manager responses (Take Action, Involve, and Manage Expectations) designed to make
a difference with each employee.

Module 6
MANAGER
Actions

Managers make a difference (period).
Experience the manager actions (setting clear expectations, providing feedback, supporting work, etc.) required to
increase employee performance, engagement and create a desire to stay.

Module 7
Create
ACCOUNTABILITY

Equip yourself with a set of targeted solutions designed to build key manager capabilities and address the top “most
critical” needs driving engagement and the desire to stay.
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CERTIFICATION Worksession Agenda?
Workshop Certification Worksession
Learn directly from CTS Master Workshop Leaders with incredible experience. The fast-paced interactive session will
guide you through everything needed to deliver a powerful workshop experience.
Focus
Module 1
Real
RESULTS
Module 2
CRACK the
Talent Code
Module 3
CONNECT
with Talent

Description
Understand how “engagement and retention” make an impact on your organization’s results and long-term
success. Link TALENT to delivering organization success by calculating the impact employee engagement and
turnover have on operational results and financial performance… show how “taking action” will improve bottom line
results!
Learn how to use the Engagement and Retention Cards® and a number of “Optional Crack the Code Methods” to
assess the drivers of performance, engagement, and creating a place people want to stay.
Experience and facilitate the modules needed to determine what is “most critical” to engage each person to perform
at their best and create a place they want to stay.
Assess the current organization practices to determine how well managers connect with their talent.
Learn how to build the capability to connect with each talented employee through a rich, robust One-to-One Dialogue
Practice to set the stage for engaging and retaining talent. See how to integrate the One-to-One Dialogue Practice
with current manager practices.

Module 4
Take
ACTION

Organizations engage and retain talent one person at a time. Learn how to build the capabilities to approach each
person to increase engagement and develop a plan to implement targeted actions designed to maintain and improve
engagement and retention levels within a team.

Module 5
IMPACT
Performance

Learn how to build the capability to respond to most critical needs through specific responses (Take Action, Involve,
and Manage Expectations) within a Talent Plan.

Module 6
MANAGER
Actions
Module 7
Create
ACCOUNTABILITY

Outline what manager actions are real strengths or current weaknesses within your organization. Determine what
actions are needed to increase employee performance, engagement and create a desire to stay.
See how to integrate the talent practices with current management practices ensuring managers have what it takes
to make an impact with each person.
Outline what “TALENT Managers” are accountable to do and achieve to make a sustained impact. Create a Talent
Accountability Profile to clearly define the investment of time and focus needed to increase results.
Review the Manager Targeted Talent Solutions (TTS) Resource and plan how to provide access to workshop
participants.

Module 8
PLAN TO INCREASE
Engagement and
Retention

Module 9
Workshop
FOUNDATION
Blocks
Module 10
Measuring
SUCCESS

Learn how to use the Engagement Planning and Length of Service Intentions Practices within the organization.
Work through a set of Workshop Foundation Blocks needed to align the workshop and ensure the workshop
increases organization performance. The Talent Performance Map, Talent Accountability Profile, and Manager
Talent Practice Calendar will clearly show how the workshop content adds value.
Learn how to capture success stories with participants to demonstrate how taking action has increased talent results
and delivered higher levels of organization performance.
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HOW will CTS Build MY Capabilities?
SUCCESS Components!
ALIGNMENT
COACHING

CERTIFICATION
RESOURCES
TARGETED
DELIVERY
SOLUTIONS
NETWORK

ALIGNMENT:
CTS will provide a number of proven methods within the Workshop
Foundation Blocks processes to align the workshop with delivering
organization results.
Create a Talent Performance Map – Show how the talent practices
achieve talent results needed to deliver organization results.
Develop a Talent Accountability Profile to capture the investment of
time and focus needed to make a sustainable impact on performance.
Outline a Talent Practice Calendar to plan how managers take action
throughout the year to increase engagement levels and create a place
TALENT wants to stay.

CERTIFICATION RESOURCES
Each Workshop Leader will be provided with a comprehensive
Workshop Leader Facilitator Guide outlining all modules,
workshop examples, optional modules, etc. to deliver every
process.
Comprehensive Presentation Slides are provided showing
how to perform the “Set up”, “Exercise Process” and deliver
the “Debrief” with workshop participants.
Workshop Participant Materials – We have a streamlined
process to order workshop materials.
COACHING
CTS believes your success is an extension of our organization – so we take your success seriously.
Following the Certification Worksession every Workshop Leader is connected with an internal CTS Leader to use as a
Implementation Coach. These relationships make sure your team stays connected to our CTS Team and there is a realtime opportunity to exchange ideas and get support.
TARGETED SOLUTIONS
Workshop Leader Targeted Solutions is an online resource you will have access to following the Certification
Worksession. This resource will have all necessary soft copy files and resources.
DELIVERY NETWORK
CTS hosts a number of ongoing Web-based Development Networking Meetings throughout the year. We highlight key
upgrades and talk through specific topics in detail. Workshop Leaders from different organizations will present results and
share implementation tips. This is a powerful network of players – all actively increasing engagement levels!
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WHO Can Certify?
Internal Resources/Leaders
Workshop Leader Certification is open to all talent
management professionals, training and development
resources, and line leaders who are looking to improve
talent results within their organization. CTS has the
capabilities to build your expertise and experience in the
workshop modules to make sure you are ready to
develop your organization’s talent.
Due to the fast pace of the Certification Worksession,
candidates must have a fairly solid background in
facilitating meetings and experience delivering other
training courses is helpful.

Certification Key Points
(See Certification Agreement for complete details)
Transferability of Certification:
Certification is owned and sponsored by the organization. In the
event a Workshop Leader leaves the Organization in which the
Workshop Leader was sponsored to certify, the organization must
recertify a new person to deliver additional workshops.
Maintaining Certification:
To maintain certification, Workshop Leaders need to conduct a minimum of three workshops annually.
Intellectual Property:
To build these capabilities, CTS will provide content in written, spoken, and online formats, including words, images,
design, frameworks, detailed processes, video clips, and targeted talent solutions. This intellectual property and
proprietary rights are the sole property of CTS.
Workshop Materials:
Each Workshop Leader and Workshop Participant must possess an original and purchased copy of the CTS Workshop
materials.
When a workshop is delivered internally by a Certified
Workshop Leader, participant materials (Engagement and
Retention Cards®, Taking Action Guide, and Targeted Talent
Solutions Access) will be purchased at a TBD cost per
workshop participant.
Marketing Presentations:
CTS actively supports Workshop Leaders in marketing
workshops internally with his/her organization and will provide
resources designed to assist in promoting the workshops.
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